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Earlier gains undermined as
inflation resurges to over 7pc
PBS data cites faster
rupee depreciation,
demand pressure
as reasons
By Mubarak Zeb Khan

ISLAMABAD: Influenced by
faster rupee depreciation
and
demand
pressure,
inflation
resurged to 7.2 per cent year-onyear in January, undermining earlier gains, according to data
released by the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics (PBS) on Friday.
The country's inflation has now
crossed the four-year high of
6.78pc recorded in October last
year -- the period when global oil
prices started declining. Inflation
posted a marginal fall in November
and December owing to a decline
in prices of fresh vegetables and
fruits in major urban centres.
The government has projected a
6pc annual inflation for the fiscal
year 2018-19, but the figure has
already. crossed in the month of
January. The average inflation was
3.92pc in FY18 and 4.16pc the year
before.
The. State Bank of Pakistan's
(SBP) tightening monetary policy
has come on the back of the rising
inflation
amidst
depreciating
rupee and high global crude prices
in the last two years. Policy rates
are already at their six-year highs,
after the SBP raised the key rate
by 2S basis points to 10.2Spc on Jan

tant role in offloading surpluses.
31 this year. The central bank has
raised interest rates by 4.S0pc
Furthermore, the impact of fuel
prices was also felt on most food
since January last year.
On the face of it, the most domi- items, as retailers passed on the
impact of higher transportation
nating push to inflation came from
non-food-non-energy (core inflacosts to consumers. This impact
was more pronounced in the case
tion) component which typically
represents the underlying demand
of milk and meat.
The food items whose prices
pressures on the economy. Core
inflation, measured by excluding
increased the most in January
included tomatoes (27.SSpc), garlic
volatile food and energy prices,
(22.83pc), Brufen tablets (14.02pc),
was recorded at 8.7pc year-on-year
sugar
(6.1Spc), Flagyl tablet
and l.lpc on a monthly basis. Core
(S.Slpc) and pulse moong (2.73pc).
inflation has been steadily rising
In the same category, however,
for the past couple of months
prices of chicken declined by
despite tightening of monetary
18.06pc, potatoes by IS.0Ipc, peas
policy.
by 11.36pc, lemon by 9.92pc, onion
The gradual build-up of domestic
by S.SOpc, cabbage by S.17pc and
demand is evident from the
upswing in core inflation. Of the 89 eggs by 1.27pc.
On the other hand, non-food
commodity
groups
of
CPI
(Consumer Price Index), it covers inflation went up·10.Spc and 1Apc
on yearly and monthly basis,
the price movement of 43 items.
respectively. This clearly shows
Motor vehicle prices have increased
that the direct impact of fuel
because of the rupee depreciation.
Upward trend in the prices of foot- prices on inflation was also strong.
In the non-food inflation, prices
wear and household equipments
of electricity increased by 8.48pc,
have also been reported.
LPG by S.9Spc and house rent by
In January this year, food infla2.38pc. However, in the same catetion increased by 2.4pc on an
gory, prices of petrol super fell by
annual basis and 0_3pc on month5.07pc, high speed diesel by
wise. Prices of non-perishable food
3.84pc, bricks by 1.70pc, CNG by
items were up by 4.7pc, while those
1.07pc and iron bar 1/2" by 0.86pc.
of perishable products fell by
Since 2018 was an election year,
16.6pc.
both the outgoing and incumbent
According to the SBP's first quargovernments were reluctant to
terly
report,
food
inflation
raAe prices significantly to avoid
remained stronger than last year,
as prices of major items such as . public criticism. The outcome is
that the current level of petrol
wheat and sugar recovered from
their depressed levels that had per- . prices in the country continues to
sisted throughout l"Y18. This recov- "stay closer to the level that is
ery has come at a fiscal cost as subsidy-led exports played an impor- Continued on Page 5
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Continued from Page 1
observed across oil-exporting countries. Not only does
this entail fiscal burden but it also maintains the domestic petrol demand at an elevated level.
According to the State Bank report, prices of transportation services were adjusted upward by 14Apc - a double-digit growth after an interval of six years. The items
that contributed tl;le most to transport inflation were
train fares for short distances (less than 100km), as well
as fares of bus and '\IiI'.travel.
,
. Prices of non-food items also remained under pressure
on account of 1O.04pc rise in education index, followed
by 7.17,pcincrease in clothing and footwear and 1l.S9pc
in housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels during
the period under review.
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Values of
properties
revised upward
RECORDER REPORT
ISLAMABAD: The Federal
Board of Revenue (FBR) has
revised upward the values of
residential and commercial
properties in Karachi, Lahore,
Islamabad Hyderabad, Sukkur.
Rawalpindi, Peshawar. Quetta,
Abbouabad,
Mardan,
Gujranwala, Sialkot, Faisalabad.
Sargodha, Jhang, Gujrat,
Sahiwal, Multan, Jhelum and
Bahawalpur.
In this regard. the FBR
issued 20 notifications here on'
friday to categorise the differ-

.----~.

cnt localities/areas for fixation
of valuations of immovable
properties across the country.
The area-wise categorisation
for valuations of Karachi
revealed that the city has been
divided
into 193 major
areas/localities for valuations
of immovable properties.
Ari f Yousuf Jcewa, former
Chairman' Association
of
Builders and Developers of
Pakistan
(ABAD)
told
Business Recorder that the

-.--

FBR has upward revised prop- ;
erties in Karachi. Over 100
percent values of immovable
properties have been revised
upward in some sectors of
DHA Karachi. In remaining
areas of Karachi, We FBR has'
upward revised values of'
immovable properties by 15-20
percent, he added.
r
Under the revised values of'
immovable properties in Jhang,
thc values have been reviscd in ,
623 different areas.
Under SRO 120(1)/2019, the;
FBR has notified value 01'(
immoveable
properties in
_._._ -.._,4 Col It

Values of properties revised upward
> from page 1

respect of 196 categories of
areas of Karachi.
As per SRO 118(1)/2019,
the FBR has notified values
of immoveable properties in
respect of areas/categories of
Jhang.
The FBR has also revised
values of immovable properties of 538 areas of Gujrat.
Under SRO 130(1)/2019,
the FBR has revised values
of immovable properties in
Sukkur. In case of Sukkur,
the value is per square yard
of the covered area of ground
floor plus covered area for
the additional floor: (ii) COI1)mercial property built up
value is per square yard of
the covered area of the
ground floor plus covered
area of the additional floor. if
any; (iii) built up industrial
property value is per square
yard of the plot area p~r
square foot; (iv) the value In
respect of a residential building consisting of more than
one storey shall be increased
by 25% for each additional
storey i.e. value of each
storey other than ground
floor shall be calculated @
25% of the value of the
ground floor; (v) a property
which does not appear to fall
in any of the categories
shown
in
the
below

bath room; and (ix) area-wise
categories are in the following
Appendix-I
and
Appendix-H.
In 70 I areas of Sialkot, the
FBR has revised values of
immovable properties.
The FBR has revised values of immovable properties
of 3 I area of Sargodha under
SRO J 28(1)/20 19.
In 338 areas of Sahiwal,
the FBR has revised values
of immovable properties.
.Under S RO 126(1)12019,
the FBR has notified the
value of immoveable properties in respect of28 areas/categories of Rawalpindi.
The FBR has notifled "31ues of immoveable properties
in respect of 426 areas of
Quetta.
The FBR has revised values of immovable properties
of 339 area of Peshawar
underSRO 124(1)/2019.
Under SRO ]23(1)/2019,
the FBR has notified value of
immoveable
properties in
respect of 593 areas of
Mullan.
The FBR has also revised
values of immovable properties in 17 areas of Mardan.·
Under SRO 121(1)/2019·,
the FBR has notified value of
immoveable properties
in
respect of 1234 areas/carezories 01" l.alrore.:

the additional floor; (ii) commercial property built up
value is per square yard of
the covered area of the
ground floor plus covered
area of the additional floor, if
any; (iii) built up industrial
property value is per square
yard of the plot area per
square foot; (iv) the value in
respect of a residential building consisting of more than
one storey shall be increased
by 25% for each additional
storey i.e. val ue of each
storey other than ground
floor shall be~lculated
@
25% of the value of the
ground floor; (v) a property
which does not appear to fall
in any of the categories
shown
in the
below
Appendix shall be deemed to
fall in the adjacent lowest
category of the Appendix;
(vi) whether the land has
been granted for more than
one purpose viz residential,
commercial and industrial,
the valuation in such a case
shall be the mean/average
prescribed rate; (vii) a flat
means the covered residential
tenement having separate
property unit number/subproperty unit number; (viii) .
in
residential.
multi
storey building, additional
storey shall be charged if it
('("'1~ict. "f h",(~ ,'r"',,,, ''''rl
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Appendix shall be deemed to
fall in the adjacent lowest
category of the Appendices;
(vi) whether the land has
been granted for more than
one purpose, viz residential,
commercial
and industrial,
the valuation in such a case
shall be the mean/average
.prescribed rate; (vii) a flat
means the covered residential
tenement
having separate
property I un it num ber/subproperty unit number; (viii)
in
residential,
multi
storey building, additional
storey shall be charged if it
consists
of bed room and

The FBR has also revised
values of immovable properties in 892 areas of Jhelum.
Under SRO 117(1)/2019,
the FUR has revised values
of immovable properties
90 areas of Islamabad.
In case of 26 areas of
Hyderabad,
the FBR has
notified value of immoveable
properties
in respect
of
areas/categories
of
Hyderabad,
Under SRO 116(1)/2019
dealing with Hyderabad, the
value is per square yard of
the covered area of ground
floor plus covered area for
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bath room.
The FBR has notified the
value of immoveable properties in respect of 186 areas. of

Gujranwala.
In case of Faisalabad, the
FBR has notified the value of
immoveable
r.foperties
in
respect
of 811 areas of
Faisalabad.
The FBR has notified value
of 7 immoveable properties
in respect
of areas
of
Abbottabad.
The FBR has notified value
of immoveable properties in
respect
of 424 areas of
Bahawalpur.

Filers who availed amnesty scheme

~
~
~

FBR suspends
j~
notices about
J~
source of investment ~
.("')

MUHAMMAD

ALI

KARACHI:
The Federal
Board of Revenue (FBR) has
suspended all notices issued to
inquire source of investment
from filers who availed
amnesty scheme; it is learnt.
According to sources, field
formations across the country
have started issuing notices to
filers, asking the-source of
investment declared in the
amnesty scheme. Thc said
action taken by the field formar tion has not only shaken the

confidence of taxpayers and
~
tax practitioners but also raised f
disenchantment among tilers, '("')
who availed tax amnesty
tr:l
scheme.
'. ~
In order to mitigate the situaC/)
tion, thc board has now
expressed serious concerns
against the notices being issued
to the filers to inquire source of >:
investment declared in tax
'<
amnesty scheme. Replying to a IV
question, sources said that I~
Member (IR-Opcration) in his t:tl
> P 4 Col 3
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FBR suspends ~
> from page J
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written communication with
tield formation declared such '-...l
actions against the law and
warned the field formation to
deal strictly in case of violation.
"Such actions by the field
formation are against the law
and would be dealt with strictly by the FBR," Member (IROperation) stated in tfle letter.
Furthermore, sources said
that chief commissioners of
all regional tax offices and t.
large taxpayers units were
now directed to look into the
matter personally.
,
"
To
another
question,
sources said that Member (IROperation) had also ordered
'
all chief cornm issioners to
refrain their field formation
from such illegal actions and I
ensured that no further notices
would be issued.

Sindh Business Registration Portal to be
. launched on 20th: CS
RECORDER REPORT

KARACHI: Sindh Chief
Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah
will launch Sindh Business
Registration Portal (SBRP) on
February 20.
Chief Secretary Syed Mumtaz
Ali Shah said this in a meeting
that was held with Adviser to the
Prime Minister on Commerce
and Textile Industries Abdul
Razak Dawood to discuss
means for ease of doing business in Sindh province.
Federal Additional Secretary
Board of Investment Farina

Mazhar, Provincial Secretaries for construction from 60 days to to I36th in DB 2019 Report, an
unprecedented improvement
for BOl, Excise, Planning and 30davs.

Law departments and other officials anended the meting.
Mumtaz told the meeting that
S indh Business Registration
portal would beneficial for
inverters and industrialists with
regard to registration and taxation procedures.
"This portal will be one-win-

dow solution which will reduce
time from 7 to 1 day," he said.
The CS said that the Sindh
Building Control Authority had
reduced-its time 10 issue permit

"Si~dh Board of Revenue has
also reduced property registration time from 207 days to just 7
days" he said; adding that Sindh
Environment
Agency bad
reduced
process
for
Environment Checklist from 30
days to 15 days while KW&SB
was alsonow providing new
commercial connection just in
2 J days instead of 61 days.
Mumtaz Shah said that due to
efforts of Sindh government,
Pakistan's ranking has improved

scaling lip from 147th position
in 20 J 8 - this effort must go on
consistently with full impetus.
The PM's adviser Abdul
Razak Dawood said the federal
government was providing its all
assistance to facilitate the foreign and local investors to invest
in Sindh. He said all out facilities and conducive environment
were being provided to investors
and businessmen community for
more investment
in the
province.
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Textile exporters
fail to raise their ;~
share in US imports ,~
.JO
:::0

RIZWAN llHATII
KARACI f1: Despite higher
demand,
Pak istani textile
exporters failed to increase
their share in US imports,
mainly due to price competitiveness.
The US's total textile and
apparel imports grew at a higher rate in the IIl'Stquarter ofthis
fiscal year (Q IFY 19) than they
had last year, as robust ceonomic growth and low unernployrnent encouraged
consumers to spend more. Retail
sales of clothing and acccssories in the US rose 5.4 percent YoY in Q1FYI9,
as
opposed to rising by 1.1 percent in QIFY LS.
However, the State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP), in its recent
report revealed that, despite
higher imports by the US,
Pakistan's overall textile and
apparel exports to the country
could not benefit and instead
declined by 0.9 percent Yo Y in
quantum terms.
Even within the. colton
apparel segment, the growth in
Pakistan's quantum exports in
Q 1FY 19 was lower than last
year, despite a rebound in the
US' cotton apparel imports in
the quarter under review,
Pakistan's non-cotton apparel exports to the US dropped
by a sharp 14.6 percent in
quantum
terms,
as the
exporters found it hard to COI1trol costs in the wake of spiking polyester staple libel' (PSF)
prices in local currency terms.
PSF prices have risen more
rapidly in Pakistan than they
have in.Chinaand India, which

made it harder 1'01' Pakistani
exporters to compete against
their peers.
At the same time,
to
Pakistan's detriment, a gradual
shift in the US' sourcing oftextile and apparel products also
seems to be underway, both in
response to the trade tensions
with China and evolving consumer preferences.
The report said that the
ongoing trade tensions with
China have, induced US retailers 10 look for other low cost
producers. This increasingly
means countries that enjoy
concessional or duty-free marker access to the US, such as
Cambodia. Usual suppliers like
India and Vietnam have also
benefitted,
Pakistan is at a disadvantage
on both counts, as its costs lend
to skew upwards and it also
does not enjoy duty-free access
to the US. Even though
Pakistan is a beneficiary under
the US' GSP scheme, its textile
and apparel products do not fall
under the duty-free regime.
J n contrast to the US,
Pakistani exporters did quite
well in the EU, where they
managed (0 increase their matket share. While the growth ill
the EU's overall textile and
apparel
imports : actually
declined in Q l-FY 19 in volLimeterms.
In fact, countries enjoying
duty-free access to the EU,
namely Bangladesh, Pakistan
and Cambodia, experienced
sizable export growth, at the
expense of China and India.·
Moreover, Vietnam's exports

to the EU also maintained their :::0
momentum, as the two parties
edged closer to rati fying the
free tradc agrcemcm.
;;;;;
Going forward, the SBP has ,(/)
warned that Pakistan's textile
exporters arc likely to face a
tough time, given the shilling r~
dynamics
in the US, and
Vietnam's expected surge in .-<:
the EU market.
. 1--.)
First,
in
September,
"T1
Bangladesh announced a 51.0
percent increase in the mini- ,to
mum wage for its garment
workers, which will go into . to
effect in January 2019. The!-<:
wages were last increased in Iv
2013. Any net increase in pro- 0
duction costs in the country , \0
could allow Pakistani exporters j ~
to compete more effectively in ~
the EO and possibly increase
their
market
share
at
Bangladesh's expense.
Second, the Ell launched a
six-month review process in
October 2018 to determine the
continuity of Cambodia's duty
free access to the bloc under
the Everything-But-Arms
f
(EBA) scheme, following controvcrsial ejections iii the country in July.
While the eventual outcome
oithis review is uncertain,
I
P~istani
exporters
would
stand to gain if Cambodia's
!
garment -exports to the EU,
which are rising quite rapidly,
come Linder the normal duty
regime, the report said.
Overall textile exports grew
by 0.6 percent
YoY and
reached US$ 3.3 billion in
Q I FY 19, after rising by 7.9
percent in Q IFY 18.
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Economy struggles as govt takes
one step forward, two steps back
By Mansoor Ahmad
LAHORE: One step forward, and two
steps back continue to keep economic uncertainty constant. Devaluation had some positive impact on exports, but it increased the import cost
and foreign debt in rupee terms;
higher mark-up increased the domestic debt servicing cost.
This government has now started
taking some commendable steps in
ease of doing business.
T1)e reduction of tax filing from 46
to 16 is on step. Increase in gas and
power rates has however enhanced
the cost of doing business for all domestic industries and 35 percent of
the exporters that are outside the five
preferred sectors,
Economy was moving up on the
strength of high growth in the cement
and auto sectors, while the textiles
were in trouble. These fast growing
sectors lost the growth momentum
because of filer and non-filer centroversy.
The auto sector might partially recover as non-filers have been allowed
to buy up to 1300cc cars.
The construction sector would re-

main under pressure as non-filers are
banned from buying property above
Rs5 million.
The five exporting sectors got double relief, as the tariff of gas and
power has been reduced to the regional level.
Secondly, duties on most of their
imported inputs have been reduced or
abolished and the regulatory duties
have been withdrawn.
While relief in gas tariff would benefit industries located in Punjab, the
relief on power would be for all five
exporting sectors located anywhere in
the country.
In electricity alone, an average mill
of 25;000 spindles would get a relief of
Rs2 million per month or Rs24 million
per year.
This relief, along with the benefit
of huge devaluation would surge the
exports for a while even on obsolete
technology.
I
Textile players admit that even
after these facilitations it would not
be possible to revive over 100 mills
that were closed down in last two
years,
The decision of the central bank to
increase the interest rates by 25bps

was unexpected, but the decision was
probably taken on regular printing of
notes by the SBP on governments' demand that would fuel inflation.
This government has retired commercial bank's debt by borrowing
from the central bank. The decline in
petroleum rates and subdued domestic demand has kept the inflation in
check to some extent. Still ill the first
six months of this fiscal, it averaged
six percent against only 3.8 percent in
the corresponding period of last fiscal.
This government seems to be in a
hurry to open Pakistan for tourists. It
has relaxed visa for 50 countries.
There is no doubt that Pakistan has
the potentia} to become a tourist attraction.
However, there is a need to do
some homework in this regard. We
currently lack decent accommodation
facilities at most of the attractive
tourist places,
The law and order has greatly improved, t)ut is still far from ideal.
Tourism should be promoted with extreme caution, as any untoward
episode at the start would take years
to repair and restart. .

We should work immediately to resolve these two issues. Pakistan is a
great place for religious tourism. We
have some control at religious places,
We have some highly revered
Hindu temples.
The Buddhist have so much to see
about Buddha in Tixila and other
places, and Sikhs have so many religious places that they would love to '
visit.
We should in fact start with religious tourism and activate our em- I
bassies in Far East for Buddhists and
Hindus and in Canada, United States
and England for Sikhs. For the time
being, we cannot expect many pilgrims from India..
Finally, the government
would
have to find out a way to restart development work. We are currently
consuming all the debt we get from
abroad without doing any development work.
Prudent
development
projects
have the capability to payback the
debt and create surplus for further development. Foreign loans carrying
high interest would burden the economy for decades if used only for consumption,
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Textile sector for upfront
subsidy in gas bills
By Nasir Jamal
LAHORE: Punjab's textile industry
continues to be at loggerheads with the
Ministry of Petroleum over the payment mechanism
for subsidy on
imported gas to five zero-rated exportoriented sectors.
The industry wants upfront payment
of subsidy and is demanding that the
ministry
should instruct
the Sui
Northern
Gas Pipelines
Limited
(SNGPL) to make it a part of the bills
by charging them the new reduced
price of S6.5mmBtu.
The ministry, on the other hand, is
insistent that factories pay the bills
raised on the basis of actual price of liquefied natural gas (LNG) as the amount
paid on their bills beyond the subsidised price would be reimbursed to
them and adjusted in their next billing
cycle. This means the additional
amount paid by the industry on their
January bills will be adjusted in their
February bill s.
«We have proposed to the SNGPL
that the utility should raise our gas
bills on the 16th of every month after
receiving the subsidy amount from the
ministry instead of 1st of every month,"
All Pakistan Textile Mills Association
(Aptma) Chairman Ali Ahsan told
Dawn on Friday.
He said the factory owners were

already facing Significant liquidity
crunch due to a variety of reasons
including the inordinate delays in
release of their tax and other refunds
by the Federal Board of Revenue
(FBR).
"The monthly subsidy amount on the
gas bi lis of the five zero-rated industry
in Punjab is estimated to be between
Rs2 billion and Rs2.5bn. This is a huge
amount and unless our proposal is
accepted, it would worsen the liquidity
crunch facing the exporters."
The government has already transferred a sum of Rs25.7bn to the petroleum ministry to subsidise the gas bills
of the zero-rated sectors till June end.
Minister for Finance Asad Umer had
announced the subsidy in September
on the use of LNG by the export industry from Punjab to equalise fuel prices
across the country.
Exporters in Sindh and Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa enjoy priority access to
domestic gas since both the provinces
are gas producing regions. However,
the industry in gas-starved Punjab was
forced to use expensive imported gas
and paying more than double of what
industry
in Karachi
or Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa pays.
The subsidised gas price had come
into force from October 15 but many
users have gone to the court to prevent
the gas company from charging ~m
beyond the new rate.

SECPrefers
amendments to
finance ministry
ISLAMABAD: The Securities and Exchange
Policy
Board
(SEPB),
upon
the
recommendations
of its regulations
committee,
has
referred several amendments
to
the
rmmstry
of
finance, according to a notification
issued
by
the
Securities
and
Exchange
Commission
of
Pakistan
(SECP) on friday.
The board was also apprised
on the progress made by the
SECP in order to facilitate the
market, promote ease of doing
business
and reduce
fees
across the board.
Pakistan Business Council
Chief Executive Officer Ehsan
Malik, in a presentation to I he
board, pointed out various
anomalies and difficulties in
the Companies Act, 2017, such
as section 452, which relates
to global register of beneficial
ownership of shareholding in
foreign
companies,
section
208 pertaining to party transactions, as well as other provisions.
The SEPB acknowledged
the
recommendations
and
directed the SECP to look into
. matters and ensure necessary
rectificai ion in the most expeditious manner.-APP
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sents nearly 30pc of the total respondents - and partially by the retail and
wholesale trade and manufacturing
KARACHI: Overseas investors'
confidence has seen a sharp decline
sectors.
According to the BCS findings,
in July-Dec 2018 due to change in
economic landscape with pressures
score of respondents from the seron the balance of payments front,
vices sector was 29pc negative down
depreciating rupee, rising interest
from the 23pc positive in the pre virates and subsequent inflationary
ous Jan-May 2018 BCS.
pressures dampening investor sentiOn the other hand, confidence
ment.
amongst retail and wholesale trade
The findings of the business
sectors - representing 30pc of the
confidence survey (BCS), conducted
total sample size, also receded to Spc
by the Overseas Investors Chambers
negative from 6pc positive in the first
of
Commerce
and
Industry
half of 2018.
•
(OICCI), revealed that the investor
The manufacturing sector, which
confidence declined to negative 12 represents the remaining 40pc of the
per cent compared to the positive
respondents, was at. 4pc negative,
14pc in the first half of 2018, accorddown from the lSpc positive during
ing to the
. the last BCS.
The results were largely influPresident
OICCI Irfan Wahab
enced by the negative sentiment in
Khan, interpreting the findings of

results
were largely anticipated
while adding that the business
friendly measures announced by the
government in the supplementary
finance bill are timely and provide
clarity towards policy direction of
the incumbent government.
He said that some of these measures are likely to overturn the prevalent negative sentiment of the business community and help move the
economy towards growth and spur
investment.
Khan hoped the government will
collaborate with key stakeholders in
its process of developing a robust
economic recovery plan, outline the
export growth strategy, leverage
technology and goods governance
framework to deliver on the vision
for economic growth in the near to
medium term.
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Indigenous reforms to
fix economy: DFID
By-Our Reporter.

ISLAMABAD: It is important for Pakistan to develop
a home-grown economic reforms programme, with focus
on widening the tax base and increasing investment and
competitiveness, said DFID Chief Economist Dr Rachel
Glennerster on Friday.
In a statement, Dr Glennerster further said that the
United
Kingdom
Department
for International
Development (DFID) has pledged its support to Pakistan
in providing assistance to raise more tax revenue,
improve the business environment and invest in greener
energy initiatives.
She further said that DFID is committed to supporting
the government's drive to grow the economy and improve
investment climate. This will improve living standards
and create jobs for younger people entering the market,
she added.
The DFID chief economist during her three-day visit
in Islamabad discussed technical assistance and support
for economic reforms to improve investment climate
with Minister for:Finance Asad Umer and other officials.

Construction major
recipient of FDI

...

KARACHI: The country's
construction
sector
emerged as the leading recipient of the foreign direct
investment (FDI) during the first six months of current
fiscal year with inflows conce~ted
in the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (ePEe) related projects.
The construction sector received $288 million during
the six months under review despite an 18 per cent slump
against the $351m received during the same period last
year.
However, the construction and housing sector representatives were not optimistic with high lIDI figures
lamenting that the overall construction and housing sector is in trouble due to legal proceedings initiated by the
government and judiciary.
Property developer and senior member of the
Association of Builders and Developers (Abad) Abdul
Hameed said that, "I am sure these FDIs are coming
under the ePEC and not for the general construction and
housing industry in the country".-Staff
Reporter
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